**WXPR Privacy Policy**

WXPR Public Radio is committed to safeguarding your personal membership information. WXPR does not rent, sell, loan, or trade information obtained through membership and volunteerism.

The only use WXPR makes of membership information is in communications with you about WXPR and your membership and volunteerism. Examples of communications might include programming specials, event notifications, renewal and additional gift requests, surveys, and station e-newsletters. Certain aggregate data may be used for specific examples of listener patterns or trends but will contain non-specific information about the group as a whole and not compromise personal information.

WXPR restricts access to information to those employees who need information to provide services and membership functions to you. We maintain physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards to protect this information.

Inquires about WXPR's Privacy Policy can be directed to General Manager, Jessie Dick, 715-362-6000.